Maintenance instruction for all XS Products with natural oil
Faxe or Woca Maintenance Oil must be applied directly after installation and polished with
a disc machine evenly into the wood floor.
Shake the container well before use. Pour some Maintenance Oil directly on the floor and
use a disc machine with a tan pad to evenly spread the oil and work it completely into the
surface. Use absorbing cloth to remove excessive oil from the surface.
1 litre yields for 40~60 m²
Dust dry after 30 minutes, walking possible at 20°C and without shoes the next day, fully
cured after 3 days.
Prior to the initial use of Active Care or Wood Floor Soap, dirty surfaces must be cleaned with Faxe Intensive Cleaner and water in a
ratio 1:40.

2 CARE PRODUCTS TO CHOOSE
FAXE AKTIVCARE MAT

FAXE/WOCA WOOD FLOOR SOAP

Faxe Active Care makes the surface
particularly insensitive against dirt.

Wood Floor Soap is a traditional product
for smooth clean and care of the floor.

For every wet cleaning Faxe Active Care
mat is added to the cleaning water.
Faxe Active Care cleans and protects the
oiled wood surface.

Faxe or Woca Wood Floor Soap natural
is added to the cleaning water. Wood
Floor Soap cleans and protects the oiled
wood surface.

Shake the container well before use. Add
Faxe Active Care mat to the cleaning
water (1 part for 20 parts of water) to
wipe the floor.

Shake the container well before use. Add
Wood Floor Soap to the cleaning water (1
part for 40 parts of water) to wipe the
floor.

For dirty floors please use a 2nd bucket
filled with clear water. First mop up the
floor with Active Care solution, pick up
dirty liquid with the mop, rinse it in clear
water and wring it out well.
After this wipe the floor again lengthwise
with clean Active Care solution.

For dirty floors please use a 2nd bucket
filled with clear water. First mop up the
floor with Wood Floor Soap solution,
pick up dirty liquid with the mop, rinse it
in clear water and wring it out well.
After this wipe the floor again lengthwise
with clean Wood Floor Soap solution.

Never wipe with clear water only!

Never wipe with clear water only!

1 litre is good for 20 litres of cleaning
solution and ~150 m².

1 litre is good for 40 litres of cleaning
solution and ~300 m².

Dry after 20 minutes.

Dry after 20 minutes.

